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Clint Hild TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensitively) tops.comWhat it is: A nonprofit organization with 10,000 chapters through the world, TOPS promotes weight loss through weekly support group meetingsCost: $24 per year, plus any local chapter feesPros: Friendship-based incentives make hitting milestones funCons: Lack
of structure - since it's not affiliated with any program, members must consult their own physicians for a diet plan : People who thrive with great success in the QQ and S hand: At meetings, the leader would say, We all know that Brooke wants to reach her goal before the end of the year, so we're going to give her some
encouragement! says Brooke Mote, who lost 100 pounds with the help of TOPS. eDiets ediets.comWhat it is: After selecting one of more than 20 online diet plans, Members receive personalized instructions, including daily caloric intake, recipes, etc., based on their BMI (body mass index)Cost: $18 per month with a
minimum of three months of registration: Variety - there is something for everyone here, including diabetes and heart-friendly programs; Online chat rooms for support exchange and adviceCons: No face-to-face interactionBest for: Auto-starters who want to manage weight loss on their own timeQ S success story: The
anonymity of the Internet has helped me feel comfortable being open and asking for support, says Debbie Bennett, who paid 60 lbs Jenny Craig 800-597-5366What is it: Members eat mainly pre-packaged meals and have weekly one-on-one follow-up with counsellors in person or by phoneCost: $20 registration fee, plus
the cost of food ($14 to $19 per day to ship it; $11 to $17 per day when purchased at the centre) Pros: Individual counselling is aimed at the emotional side of eating; surprisingly good food (think lemon cake!) Cons: Expensive; the focus on prepackaged meals makes it difficult to consumeBeest for: Dieters who want the
guessing take of eatingQ S success story: 130-lbs.-lighter Karen Lang likes to put her own spin on Jenny's meals: I use stuff, like adding broccoli, which we can have an unlimited amount of, to a fettucine chicken, she says. Weight Watchers weightwatchers.com What it is: Members are assigned to a personalized
amount of points that they are allowed to eat each day and have the opportunity to attend weekly MeetingsCost: $40 per month for meetings and online access. (Online only: $30 to join, plus $17 per month thereafter) Benefits: The extensive network makes it easier to find meetings; Points system means that no food is
out of boundsCons: Constant calculations can become tedious; expensive for what you getBest for: The who want the flexibility to eat out and cook S success story: After losing 156 pounds, LaDawn Wright got in his points down allocation to a science: I replace turkey for pork, avoid rice and always add a green
vegetable to my plate, she says. NutriSystem nutrisystem.comThis: Participants buy a 28-day order of low-fat, pre-packaged meals from 120,120 About $10 a day for foodPros: You pay only for food; since meals do not require refrigeration, they are very portableCons: Limited SupportBest for: People on a cost-conscious
diet who don't want extra bells and whistlesQ S success story: Self-described Queen of Disorganization Darlene Dougherty appreciated that she could go online to order a full month of meals - and that they helped her lose 81 lbs.! CalorieKing calorieking.comWhat is it: Focuses on increasing awareness with a database
of nutritional info on 50,000 brand name and generic foodsCost: Access to the food database is free; Starting at $45 for downloadable software and personalized food plansPros: It's easy to regulate sodium and saturated fat intake; can keep track of up to five different usersCons: The amount of information can be
overwhelmingMest for: Knowledge-is-power dieters who want to take an active role in their weight lossQ S success story: Marsha Goodemoot, who lost 141 pounds on calorieking.com, says she chose it because I loved the idea that no food was off limits. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and content similar to piano.io Tim Robberts/Getty Images If you invest the most popular diet plans to lose weight, you will find the optimal weight 5- 1 plan on your list of programs to consider. But trying to
choose the right plan can be difficult and there are many different factors to evaluate. Consider the costs, pros and cons of OPTAVIA before deciding if it is right for you. Note that Medifast has released a new range of products under the brand OPTAVIA, with the same macronutrient profile as the original Medifast
products. Dieters on the OPTAVIA 5 and 1 plan eat five commercially prepared meal replacements each day, plus one lean and green meal that you prepare yourself. Meal replacements are familiar foods such as mashed potatoes, brownies, pasta, muffins or soups that have been designed to provide more protein, less
carbohydrates and limited fat. Success on the 5 and 1 plan requires that you eat a lot of OPTAVIA food. There are many options to choose from and I took a week to sample several popular items. The verdict? Although food does not necessarily taste like their real world counterparts, the food did not taste bad. For
example, the brownie was warm and a little chocolatey, but did not necessarily offer the satisfaction of a regular brownie. Mashed potatoes were bland, but the was good and I found them modestly satisfying. If you don't have time to cook your own Lean and Green meal (a combination of lean protein and non-starchy
vegetables), you can count on an OPTAVIA Flavors of Home meal. Microwavable meals do not need to be refrigerated, so they are quick and convenient. Choices include turkey meatball marinara, rice and vegetable chicken, and chicken chicken So how do they taste? I have only tried one (Chicken Cacciatore) and
suggest that dieters choose to cook their own meal. OPTAVIA offers several tools to guide you through the weight loss process: online data recording tools: You can save your meal plans, weight loss, exercise and measurements online or with the mobile app. Dieters can use these tools at home, at work or on the go to
keep their diet reviews up to date. As you progress or hit fights, you can review the data to make changes as needed. Community Support: Through the online community, you can connect with other dieters to share tips, get feedback on struggles, share successes and make new friends. Many times it is the support of
other people to the diet that means the most when you are trying to lose weight. Medical support: Some dieters have access to OPTAVIA foods and programs through their doctors. For clients with health considerations, this may be the safest option. However, not all physicians are part of the national network. You may
need to leave your network to find a doctor who is. Health Coaches: OPTAVIA offers customers the opportunity to purchase food through agents they call health coaches. They are not certified health professionals, but rather agents who have demonstrated their knowledge of the OPTAVIA program and who earn income
from the sale and promotion of food. While some coaches may have external credentials, clients should not assume that they have expertise in the areas of health, nutrition, diet or weight loss. 119 servings of OPTAVIA food will cost $414.60. But there are other costs to consider. Of course, you have to consider the cost
of your lean and green meal cooked at home. Alternatively, if you choose to eat OPTAVIA's Home Flavours meals, add at least $30 per week. Finally, as you leave the diet, you will always eat OPTAVIA meal replacements for at least 6 weeks. This could add several hundred dollars to your bottom line. Each dieter is
different and different weight loss plans work for different people. Assess these pros and cons of Medifast before making a final decision as to whether this is the best diet for you. The benefits of this plan include: Simplicity: You won't have to keep notes or count calories while you lose weight on OPTAVIA. You simply
need to count to five. Foods are exceptionally easy to cook and take a few minutes to prepare. Practice: There is no excuse for not sticking to this diet. Foods are microwavable and some do not need preparation at all. You can easily throw a meal replacement package or bar in your purse or a briefcase to eat food-
friendly on the go. This would be a good diet for people who have very busy schedules, travel often or don't have time to cook. The possible drawbacks of this diet are: Taste of foods: While most foods bad, it wasn't great either. Gourmets and people who like to cook can suffer from this plan. For this reason, some dieters
may find it difficult to stick to the plan long enough to lose their weight. Potentially difficult transition: The type of foods offered in the diet can make it difficult to transition out of the diet once you have reached your goal. OPTAVIA guides clients through a reasonable transition program where they retire and add real-world
foods to their diet. But if dieters grab fat-rich, high-carb real-world counterparts for the foods they've gotten used to (such as brownies, mashed potatoes or cheese curls), they can gain weight. Expenditure: The OPTAVIA 5 and 1 plan is not cheap. But most plans that offer convenience tend to be expensive. If you choose
to go on the program, make sure you plan for the total cost of your entire weight loss trip so that you don't quit halfway because you can't afford it. Take a lot of time to evaluate this or any plan before investing your money and time. Ask yourself five important questions to ensure you get a program that fits your lifestyle
and needs. Talk to your doctor about your specific health problems and also get feedback. Then, once you have made your decision, you can move forward with the confidence to know that you are on the right track. Current prices on the date of publication. Thank you for your comments! What are your concerns?
Concerns?
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